Pétrus 1990
Pomerol
France  Bordeaux  Red wine
150 cl  13% vol.
Description: moderately damaged label
Price/btl: 
This wine is not available anymore. For more information please contact us

Press review
Decanter (11/1/2004)
There is a deeper colour on the 1990 than on the 1989  denser. Incredibly opulent, plummy Pétrus. Very voluptuous.
Wonderful dried fruit flavours  almost Napalike. Mocha and mint notes. Extraordinary, ultraripe plums and prunes taste.
Atypical. Sweet aniseed finish. (Serena Sutcliffe's vertical tasting of Pétrus, Volume 30 No2)
Parker # #183 (6/1/2009) : 100
Maturity: 2054
The 1990 Petrus remains incredibly young, one of the least evolved wines of the vintage (along with Montrose and Beausejour
Duffau). This dense ruby/purplecolored effort is beginning to hint at the massive richness and fullbodied intensity lurking
beneath its wall of tannin. The vintage’s sweetness, low acidity, and velvety tannins are present in abundance, and the wine is
massive in the mouth as well as incredibly pure and welldelineated. I thought it would be drinkable by now, but it appears
another 510 years will pass before it begins to reach its plateau of maturity. This wine is capable of lasting at least four more
decades. An incredible achievement!
Wine Spectator (6/30/2001) : 100
Black color. Compacted nose. Mint, berry, mineral and truffle. Amazing. Fullbodied and velvety. Closed, yet amazing. Superb.
Long, long finish. Just a baby. Great bottle.
The property in brief
The rare visitors who reach to find the domain are often surprised to find a smaller, chalet type building, rather than an
impressive chateau, representing what has become the "king of Merlot wines". Contrarily to HautBrion and Lafite, Petrus is not
a historical growth of Bordeaux, but it is without any doubt the most beautiful oenological success of the 20th century. This
property of 12 hectares, which was presented by Madame Edmond Loubat to the English at the occasion of the marriage of
Elisabeth from England, made a further step towards international glory under the impulsion of JeanPierre Moueix who bought
parts in 1964, and of the magicianoenologist JeanClaude Berrouet. Chateau Petrus culminates at 130 feet on the plateau of
Pomerol.
Owner: Ets. JeanPierre Moueix
Administrator: JeanFrançois Moueix
Oenologist: JeanClaude Berrouet > 2007
Blend of the 1990 vintage: 5% Cabernet Franc, 95% Merlot
Soil: Black clay
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